
XIAOMI MJSDT001QW Multi Function
Flashlight

SKU: IT64272

€59.95

Specifications

Technical Specifications
Voltage: 3.6V
Fresnel flashlight
Professional, visual design
Precise control of low and high frequency lights
Main light: 1000 lm
Maximum lighting range: 240 m
The brightness of the main light is adjustable in high, medium and low levels
Flashing /SOS/ warning
For emergency situations in the car
Seat belt cutter
Design with open buckle that prevents accidental cuts



Window breaker of the "ejection" type
Press-type structure with hidden firing pin for safe crushing operation
Flexible and unlimited zoom
The lens grip can zoom in and out
Function adjustment ring
Rotatable for switching between two light sources
Multifunctional side light
Under white ( to grey ): Low frequency light
Red light: Flashing
Fog light: Flashing
Water resistance level: IPX4
Input Parameters: 5V/1.5A
Long battery autonomy
Battery type: Lithium
Battery capacity: 3100 mAh
Charging time: approximately 180 minutes
Ultra long battery autonomy: 90 hours
Two-color indicator clearly showing the remaining battery power
Charging port: Type-C for greater compatibility
Operating temperature: -15°C-45℃
Magnetic fixation
Rotatable to adjust the angle of illumination

General Specifications
Darkness penetration and illumination of even remote areas becomes easy
Responds to different lighting scenarios
Allowing free adaptation between spotlight and headlight
Smooth switching between low beam for night walks and high beam for searching
Activate the main light to respond immediately to emergency situations
The side light provides a flashing red/fog light to penetrate the fog and send an
emergency signal
Can be magnetically attached to cars, cases and other metal surfaces containing
iron or nickel
The rotating slide design allows the wide 107° rotation angle to be adjusted for
more precise illumination
The cutter can more easily cut the seat belt when used at a 45° angle
For EMERGENCY NEED press the window breaker perpendicular to the glass and
apply force
Rotate the adjustment ring to easily switch between main light and side light
mode
Adjust the position of the ring with a knob for use in various situations



Trapezoidal impact head
High precision CNC machining
Assistance for breaking windows

Important Notice
Do not let children use the seat belt cutter and window breaker!

Included in the Box
1 Hand Strap
1 Charging Cable
1 User Manual

Weight and Dimensions
Weight: 240 gr
Dimensions: 4.5x3.6x18.8 cm


